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Adrenaline junkies, dead fish, project sluts, true believers, Lewis and Clark, template
zombies . . .Most developers, testers, and managers on IT projects are pretty good at
recognizing patterns of behavior and gut-level hunches, as in, I sense that this project is headed
for disaster.But it has always been more difficult to transform these patterns and hunches into a
usable form, something a team can debate, refine, and use. Until now.In Adrenaline Junkies and
Template Zombies, the six principal consultants of The Atlantic Systems Guild present the
patterns of behavior they most often observe at the dozens of IT firms they transform each year,
around the world.The result is a quick-read guide to identifying nearly ninety typical scenarios,
drawing on a combined one-hundred-and-fifty years of project management experience. Project
by project, you'll improve the accuracy of your hunches and your ability to act on them.The
patterns are presented in an easy-reference format, with names designed to ease
communication with your teammates. In just a few words, you can describe what's happening on
your project. Citing the patterns of behavior can help you quickly move those above and below
you to the next step on your project. You'll find classic patterns such as these:* News
Improvement* Management By Mood Ring* Piling On* Rattle Yer Dags* Natural Authority* Food+
+* Fridge Door* and more than eighty more!Not every pattern will be evident in your
organization, and not every pattern is necessarily good or bad. However, you'll find many
patterns that will apply to your current and future assignments, even in the most ambiguous
circumstances. When you assess your situation and follow your next hunch, you'll have the
collective wisdom of six world-class consultants at your side.

"Another masterpiece from the folks who brought you Peopleware. Anyone who has survived a
software project or two will surely recognize many of these patterns and will be able to learn from
most of them. Adrenaline Junkies and Template Zombies is a real joy." --Joel Spolsky, author of
Joel on Software"Who else but these particular authors could mine 150 years of software team
experience to capture memorable names for oft-encountered situations? I suspect you will start
using these phrases in your work--I already have." --Alistair Cockburn, author of Agile Software
Development"utterly delightful collection of essays about 86 'project patterns' . . . These
'patterns' are grimly familiar to anyone who has worked in project-related organizations; and
unfortunately, they can be found in small companies as well as large ones. Fortunately, some of
the patterns ('Rattle Yer Dags' and 'Nanny,' for example) are good ones, and should be
encouraged. Sadly, though, far too many of them ('Dead Fish,' 'Project-Speak') are not only
depressingly familiar, but astonishingly destructive to productivity, quality, and the morale of the
project team. . . . I really love this book, not the least because each pattern can be read and
understood in a moment or two, since they take only 2-3 pages to explain. . . . If Adrenaline



Junkies and Template Zombies gets the attention it deserves, Scott Adams may have to return
to Corporate America and get an honest job as a project manager." --Ed Yourdon, author of
Death MarchAbout the AuthorIf your organization builds systems of any kind, chances are that
some of the methods and approaches that it uses came originally from the Atlantic Systems
Guild. Collectively, the authors have published nearly twenty previous books, including
Peopleware, Mastering the Requirements Process, The Deadline, Essential Systems Analysis,
Waltzing With Bears, and Process for System Architecture and Requirements Engineering.
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GuildIntroductionAbstraction is uniquely human. It is something we do every day, every waking
hour. But it wasn’t always so. At some point in our prehistory, there had to be a very first instance
of abstraction, a moment when an early protohuman stared at something vaguely familiar, and
then with a sudden flash of insight, thought, “Hello! Thingumbob again!” That was the first
abstraction. From that moment on, everything was different. Man was loose on the
Earth.Abstraction is profoundly human, but pattern recognition is not. It is not unique to humans
at all. The mouse has figured out when the cat is likely to be asleep, when the humans are sure
to be out of the kitchen, and when the crumbs have been recently dropped but not yet swept up.
Your family dog knows all the signals that precede what you thought was going to be a totally
unexpected getaway weekend. (Could it have been the suitcase?) And the neighborhood
raccoon understands that when the tide is out, pickings are bound to be better on the beach
than in your compost pile. But for all their pattern recognition mastery, what the mouse/dog/
raccoon cannot do is observe, “Hello! Thingumbob again!”1 That involves abstraction.1 The
thingumbob quote is adapted from William James, The Principles of Psychology (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1890), p. 463.©2007The key difference is how the essence is
captured. Patterns are absorbed and refined over time, stored away in the deep, nonverbal
recesses of your mind, and conveyed to you in the form of hunches. The hunch that a particular
ballcarrier is about to dart left, or that your spouse is ready to explode in anger, is the result of
recognized patterns from the past. So is the hunch that this week’s project status meeting is
going to be contentious. The unarticulated pattern may be useful to you—it clearly has survival
value—but its value can increase markedly when you mull it over and begin to develop from it
some declarable observations.For example, ask yourself this question: What did the few
contentious meetings over the past year all have in common? Well, they were most often the
ones that the boss’s boss attended, usually near the end of a quarter. In the worst meetings, the
team reported a slip in the schedule. You form this into a statement of the pattern: “My boss
tends to be extremely cranky about slip reported at a meeting, especially near the end of the
quarter, when his own boss is in attendance.”The recognized signals that led to this observation
are still buried in your unconscious, still able to provide you with occasional hunches. But now, in
a momentary connection between the right brain hunch and the left brain articulation capability,
you’ve isolated the essence and turned it into words. You can write it down, formulate tests to
check its validity, share it with others, and merge your observations with those of your
coworkers.Most people who do project work are pretty good at pattern recognition and derived
hunches (“I sense that this project is headed for disaster”), but not so good at abstracting their
patterns into a more usable form. Thus this book. We six authors have put our heads together to



articulate the patterns we’ve been absorbing during our combined one hundred and fifty years of
experience.The form of a book imposes a certain ordering of presentation, since each page
must necessarily come either before or after any other. But the patterns themselves have no
natural sequence. We’ve ordered them to suit our own tastes, striving only for the most enjoyable
reading experience from the first page to the last.Whether you read them straight through or
nonsequentially, bear in mind this cautionary note: We make no claim to the universality of our
observed patterns. They certainly don’t apply everywhere. A given pattern may fit your
organization or not. If it does, we hope it helps transform what before had only been a hunch into
an observation you can express, test, and refine with your team.In writing this book, we have
been constantly aware of our debt to the architect and philosopher Christopher Alexander and
his admirable book A Pattern Language.2 In this seminal work, Alexander and his coauthors
articulated a few hundred patterns about architecture. The book helps us better understand the
buildings we occupy—and the ones we’d like to—and it also shows us the way that thoughtfully
articulated abstractions can elucidate any subject.2 See C. Alexander et al., A Pattern
Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977).1.
Adrenaline JunkiesThe organization believes that frenzied activity is a sign of healthy
productivity.The phone rings.“We really have to fix a requirements specification this week. Can
you come and see what you can do with it?”“What’s wrong with the specification?”“We were in a
hurry, so we got a bunch of new hires to write it. We think they don’t know what they’re
doing.”“Then wouldn’t it be more productive for us to coach them in writing requirements?”“But
we need the specification this week.”“Okay, I’ll come tomorrow.”Two hours later:“Can you come
and look at our estimates?”“What happened to the specification?”“We don’t have time. We’ll go
ahead with the requirements as they are. My boss wants the estimates to be handed in
today. . . .”You probably recognize the characteristics of the adrenaline junkie organization:
Priorities are constantly shifting; everything is needed “yesterday;” there’s never enough project
time before delivery; every project is urgent; and the urgent projects just keep coming.
Everybody is frantically busy . . . all the time.People in these organizations do not think
strategically. Work gets done on the basis of its urgency alone. Unless a project’s “frantic factor”
is high, it will be ignored—even though it promises a significant long-term advantage. It will
remain ignored until it suddenly (surprise, surprise) becomes urgent. Adrenaline junkies believe
that the best way to work is not by planning but by running as fast as possible.This kind of
culture equates desperate urgency with effective performance. If you are part of such a culture, it
is difficult to avoid becoming addicted: Urgency is encouraged. The programmers who work
through the night to meet an absurdly short deadline are lionized (never mind the quality of what
they deliver). Teams that routinely come in on the weekend, just to keep up with their workload,
are regarded more favorably than those that don’t. Moreover, if you’re somebody who does not
work excessive overtime and are not frenetically busy all the time, then you are not “one of us”;
you are not one of the busy-busy-busy people who keep the organization afloat. Non-heroic
activity is plainly not acceptable.Most adrenaline junkie organizations contain at least one



bottleneck. This is the hero who makes all the design decisions, is the only source of
requirements, or makes all the architectural decisions. He is playing two roles: One is to make
himself appear to be busier than mere mortals can hope to be. The second is to produce a
logjam of decision-making that once released, causes the rest of the organization to become
even more frantic.Most adrenaline junkie organizations enthusiastically embrace the customer
service ethic: They confuse responding to urgency with admirable responsiveness. When a
customer makes a request, regardless of its potential for profit (or even usefulness), it instantly
becomes a project, often with a ridiculously short deadline. (See Pattern 38, “Project Sluts,” for
more on this.) This new project naturally increases the workload on the already overloaded
heroes, so more busyness comes about—all of it feeding the insatiable need for the organization
to be very, very busy. Many of these organizations think—falsely—that this is what being agile is
all about.Adrenaline junkie organizations react rather than consider. The result is that most
things are in a state of flux, and nothing is settled or long-term. The fluid state persists:
Specifications are fluid—nobody really knows what to build. Designs and plans are fluid—they
will almost certainly be changed tomorrow. There is no attempt to prioritize by importance or
value—there is just urgency.There is no Betty Ford Clinic for adrenaline junkie organizations,
and there may well be no cure short of eliminating the adrenaline junkies and replacing them
with managers who understand that the organization is most effective when it is not in a state of
emergency. Such a replacement may well be impossible, though: It is usually upper
management, and often the CEO, who wants to see the organization in a constant state of
frenzy. After all, frenzy sustains the illusion of healthy productivity. And if the managers of a
company are adrenaline junkies, then project teams are not far behind.Adrenaline junkie
organizations don’t always fail. Some of them continue to operate at a frenzied pace for years.
But none of them can ever build anything big—that requires stability and planning. Junkie
behavior is not scalable—it is limited to what can be achieved by a relatively few people working
very, very hard with little direction or strategy.Naturally, in any organization, there are times when
things need to be done urgently, and there are some roles in an organization that need to
concentrate on urgent tasks. But all things are not always urgent, and all roles are not concerned
with urgent matters. Unless urgency can be replaced with prioritization and restraint, there is
little hope of curing the addiction to adrenaline.2. Rattle Yer DagsThe project team exhibits a
palpable sense of urgency to determine who needs to do what by when, and a desire to carry
out all necessary actions immediately.Imagine that you are a fly on the wall during the regular
meeting of a development team. You can see and hear the following interactions almost as soon
as the meeting gets under way: What problem are we trying to solve? What are the major
elements of a solution? Who is taking the lead on each? What are the first things that need to
get done? Who will do them? By when? If we don’t know how long a particular task will take,
who is scoping it and by when will that be done? When do we need to get back together to plan
the next steps? Done.After the meeting, often within the hour, an e-mail is circulated,
summarizing the agreed plan of action. By the time the summary is distributed, it’s not unusual to



find that one or more of the action items have already been completed. People had started to
work on them, immediately after the meeting.Even from the wall, your fly eyes can see that this is
a high-velocity team.On one particularly high-velocity team we know, it is not at all uncommon to
see people taking action on agreed-upon items during the meeting itself. Typically, the person
assigned figures it’s easier to do the task than to write it down to do later; for example, “Reassign
all remaining open priority 2 bugs to Product Management for triage.” If a decision can’t be made
until someone outside the meeting is consulted, the person assigned IMs that person and
reports the result to the group, allowing the action plan to proceed.Such immediate-action
examples are the exception, and they are admittedly enabled by technology. But the underlying
behavior comes from the team’s culture, not its equipment. Whether it took the team ten minutes
or ninety minutes to reassign the bugs is beside the point; the team started right away. You can
observe several characteristics of teams that routinely rattle their dags:11 Ask a New
Zealander.• They have an instinctive sense of time urgency. They see delay as a real risk to
success. They don’t need to be hectored with deadlines. They strive to get the product to market
(or the system into production) as soon as it can be done properly. They understand the money-
value of time.• They have great confidence in their individual and collective abilities. Think about
walking barefoot through a dark and unfamiliar room. When you are unsure of what is in front of
you and you don’t know what you might bump into with your next step, you slow down. Your lack
of confidence acts like friction. Action-oriented teams are highly confident in the correctness (or
correctability) of their decisions and actions, so they feel safe to move quickly.• They believe in
the value of iteration. They’re not terribly worried about getting it wrong—in part because they
are confident, but also because they fully expect to make frequent assessments and course
corrections, as they go. Relieved of the burden of making perfect decisions every time, but
confident that they will be right most of the time, they decide and act with alacrity.It’s probably
worth taking a moment to consider the opposite pattern, characterized by “talk show” team
meetings—sometimes entertaining, but devoid of action. These come in several varieties:• The
quest for perfect information. Some corporate cultures place more value on not making mistakes
than on getting things done. In other words, it’s safer to do nothing than it is to do something and
get it wrong. Such cultures breed leaders and teams that seek enough information to make the
exactly correct decision the first time. Team meetings often result not in decisions about what to
do, but in decisions about what additional information to gather before making a decision about
what to do.• The cult of “on hold.” Weak teams are far more likely than strong teams to place
decisions and action items “on hold.” The very concept of being on hold goes against the bias
for action that you find on strong software teams. Strong teams yearn to get things done. If a
decision needs to be made or a task accomplished, the team is all over it. If a decision is
appropriately deferred to a future time, the team schedules it for a specific point in development.
Weak teams are always finding reasons to wait until later to make a decision or take an action.•
The parade of left parentheses. Poorly led team meetings ricochet from topic to topic as
thoughts arise, opening one issue after another, but closing none of them.• Tales around the



campfire. Some team meetings are so formless that they consist of nothing more than a series of
anecdotes and reminiscences of current and past events in the organization’s lore.• All roads
lead to design. When the team is dominated by architects and developers, we sometimes
observe that every meeting, regardless of purpose or agenda, eventually devolves into a design
discussion. Design discussions can be wonderful, but not when they prevent deliberation of
other worthy topics.• The meeting to schedule additional meetings. What all failed meetings
become.3. Dead FishFrom Day One, the project has no chance of meeting its goals; most
people on the project know this and say nothing.The goals of many IT projects can be
summarized simply: We need this set of functionality, with this accuracy, with reasonable
robustness, by this calendar date. The team is assembled, and the statements of goals and
constraints are worked into detailed requirements and designs; and they’re published.The big
secret is that nobody on the project believes that the project can be an outright success. Usually,
the deadline is not attainable with the other goals unchanged. Mysteriously, no one declares that
there is a big, stinking, dead fish of failure already smelling up the project.As the Greek tragedy
plays out, the project will slog on. Then, typically a few weeks before expected delivery, each
project member, project manager, manager of a project manager, and anybody standing
remotely near the project, will either1. declare shock, dismay, and amazement that the project is
nowhere near where it needs to be for the upcoming releaseor,2. lay low and say absolutely
nothing about anything unless askedWhy do so many people in so many organizations spray
reality deodorant rather than simply state, “No way this project is happening the way we want.
The dead fish is here.”Many organizations are so driven for success that anyone expressing
doubt gets no reward whatsoever for speaking his heartfelt opinion. In fact, if someone identifies
the dead fish in the early stages of a project, upper management’s first response is likely to
be“Prove it. Show us that the probability of success is 0 percent. Draw no conclusions from the
other dried-out fish carcasses lying around from previous projects; your project is different. Prove
to us with irrefutable mathematics that failure is inevitable.”Anything short of a masterful proof
gets lambasted as whining or an attempt to get out of some good-old, honest hard work:“Are you
a weenie or a layabout? Take your pick, but we doubt you’ll be a part of this fine organization for
long.”In such an environment, it is safer to “try hard” and not make it than to declare goals
unattainable as defined. Granted, sometimes it is necessary to take on a very challenging
project and give it a real try before conceding anything. Absolutely—but the difference is that on
hard projects with real deadlines, nobody waits until the last minute to declare an emergency. If
your project is building software for a communications satellite that is set to launch in 18 months
—and you know that if you miss the launch date, the next opportunity is 16 months after that—
then you and everyone else will be sniffing the air every day for that aquatic scent. One whiff of
that aquatic scent and you will spring into action, knowing too well that on a dead-fish project,
action waits until most options are lost.Clearly, the dead fish is not only destructive to
organizations, it is demoralizing to the dead-fish project teams and their managers. No matter
what the organizational culture, nobody is ever comfortable sitting on a stinking dead fish for



long. The costs of keeping a dead fish secret are huge.Just for Monty Python fans:“This project’s
not dead; it’s pining for the fjords!”“It’s not dead, it’s just molting!”“This is a dead project. It has
joined the project choir invisible!”“And now for some pattern completely different. . . .”4. Happy
Clappy MeetingsDisplay of high morale becomes a factor in personal performance
evaluation.High morale is an unfailing indicator of organizational health. Similarly, low morale is a
sure sign that something is wrong. There is a certain kind of managerial mind that seizes upon
this relationship and attempts to exploit it in reverse. The logic goes like this: Force morale up
and other good things will follow.Ah, but how to force morale up? In particular, how to do it
without investing all the bothersome time and energy and expense necessary to make things
truly improve? That’s a tough one, but don’t think people won’t try. Thus the sour humor of the
saying, “The beatings will continue until morale improves.”Chris Linn, Corporate Entertainer ()A
common attempt to force morale is a ceremonial meeting in which the boss, smiling broadly,
stands in front of the assembled group and opens the floor: “Let me hear what you folks have got
to say,” he tells them confidently. “Anything at all, even the bad news and the hard questions.”
Note the tone here and the subliminal message: There is nothing to hide because we’re all a big,
happy family. (Happy, dammit, happy. Pay attention.)At one company I know, the happy clappy
ceremony is called an All Hands Meeting, all hands because everyone is invited to attend. But
when one brave soul actually held his hand up and asked the CEO a hard question, the result
was not exactly what he might have hoped. The CEO mumbled something and quickly got off
the stage. Later that day, the impudent questioner was called on the carpet by his immediate
boss and disabused of the illusion that hard questions were actually welcome. After that, the
meetings were unofficially called No Hands Meetings, since it was understood by all that no one
was to raise a hand to take part.—TDMWhen you get the sense that what is being solicited is
not your input but only your approval, you know exactly what’s happening: Welcome to another
happy clappy meeting.5. NannyThe project manager has many skills in common with those of
the traditional English nanny.A good manager is aware of the capabilities of his staff. He assigns
responsibilities and makes plans to suit the best match between skills available and the nature
of the task. This much is obvious. There are some managers who go one step further: They
provide a working environment—both technical and sociological—that maximizes people’s
abilities to use their skills and to improve them. These managers ensure their staff has the tools
they need to do the job. These managers encourage questions and debate among the staff; they
give each team member the appropriate challenges; they criticize where necessary; they provide
a workplace where people enjoy their work; and they make the adjustments necessary to keep
things running smoothly. In short, good managers nurture their people like nannies nurture their
charges.A nanny, in the traditional English sense, is employed by a family to take care of the
children. The nanny—usually trained to be a teacher, nurse, and cook—is responsible for the
physical, emotional, social, creative, and intellectual development of the children. On a dayto-
day basis, the nanny makes sure that the children are safe from harm, and that they get enough
fresh air and exercise, eat nourishing food, and learn more about the world and how to live in it.



Apart from looking after the children, the nanny also communicates any concerns about their
development to the parents, while encouraging the special talents of her charges. The nanny
creates an environment where it is safe to take risks and to learn.When managers have these
nanny-like qualities, they get more and better work from their people by fostering and developing
their talents.The best manager I ever worked for was Peter Ford. There were obvious things,
such as his making sure we all had the facilities we needed to do our work. For instance, we had
an open plan office—not the best environment for thinking work—and he managed to get the
budget for some sound-absorbing screens and to reserve a couple of “quiet rooms” for our team.
All of this, and many other things he did for us, involved negotiation and politics that we were
unaware of. He encouraged us to read and discuss new ideas in systems development. He
brought books and magazines for our team library and scheduled time for us to discuss them
together. He noticed when we were feeling unhappy or unwell, and he talked to us and helped
us. He protected us from the rest of the organization, but if he was unhappy with us, he let us
know. His office door was rarely closed. Peter was our nanny.—SQRThere may be some
nannying already going on in your organization if you notice one or more of these conditions: You
don’t have to make an appointment to see your manager, or you don’t have to spend much time
on trivial and irritating administrative tasks. The environment has an atmosphere of openness;
people say what they think, and they learn from each other. The manager treats training and
education as a necessity rather than a luxury, and there is time set aside (like the morning coffee
powwow or the Friday afternoon book review) for discussing new ideas together.In any group of
people, there will always be rumors and gossip and the time-wasting activities that accompany
them. However, in an office blessed with a nurturing manager, this time-wasting is minimized
because the manager makes sure the team knows what is really going on. People don’t have to
rely on the rumor mill to know what’s happening in their organization. Instead, they feel informed
and trusted, and they focus on their work.A nanny-like manager thinks of himself as an enabler
of work. While the traditional nanny’s job satisfaction comes from seeing the development of the
children’s abilities, the “nanny” manager gets his satisfaction from seeing individual team
members develop in their roles and become more productive and more satisfied with their
work.You see the opposite of this pattern when a manager’s attention is on politics,
administration, procedures, and kowtowing to more-senior managers. Drawing and adjusting
PERT and Gantt charts seem to be more important than talking to the team. And some
managers do much of the actual development work instead of looking after the needs of the
team.How does your organization view the role of a manager? Does it reward managers for
being work enablers? Does it hire nannies or administrators?6. Referred PainThe project solves
the apparent problem but fails to address its underlying cause.Referred pain is a term used to
describe the condition whereby pain is manifest in parts of the body other than the location of
the source. For example, spinal injuries are felt in places other than the spine. Sciatica is a case
in point: The patient feels pain in the leg, yet the problem is a prolapsed disc pressing on a nerve
in the spinal canal. You can treat the leg as much as you want, but the pain will persist—its



underlying cause lies elsewhere. Similarly, a person who suffers a heart attack usually feels
referred pain in the left arm. Treating the arm will do nothing to save the patient’s life.There is a
tendency when forming projects to address the obvious problem—the one that is most manifest
and causing the most pain to the client. However, by looking only to the referred pain, the project
delivers a product that, once delivered, turns out to be largely wasted as it does little to alleviate
the real need.Consider the following example: Bank customers who forget their password apply
to the security department to have the password reset. This involves complex and costly
processing to authenticate the customer before a new password can be issued. At one U.K.
bank, resetting passwords cost in excess of four million pounds per year. A project was formed
to build new software that would make resetting passwords easier and cheaper.This project set
out to treat the referred pain instead of the root cause of the problem (too many people forgetting
their passwords). Because of a baroque password setup protocol, users ended up with
passwords that didn’t stick in their minds and the bank experienced “I forgot my password”
requests far in excess of what its competitors were receiving. If the bank had addressed the real
problem, it could have—at a fraction of the cost—so reduced the number of requests that the
existing password-reset approach would have been quite workable.One commonly observed
reason for treating the referred pain and not the cause is a reluctance to investigate. This is
sometimes because of the organization’s culture, and sometimes because pressure is being
brought to bear on the project to start delivering quickly: “Listen, I know exactly what I want, so
just generate these reports for me, pronto.” In many organizations, it takes a brave analyst to first
ask, “If you had these reports in hand, what would you use them for? What are you actually
trying to do?”Sometimes, we want to look where the light is shining brightest. For example, we
may look to technologies that we know, seeing the problem in a way that best matches our
familiar solutions: Ask a Web services designer how to solve a business problem, and he will
typically suggest a Web services solution; ask a database designer, and you’ll get a database
solution. Needless to say, either could easily disregard any part of the underlying problem that
does not slot neatly into his preferred implementation. Moreover, we may be tempted to look to
the most attractive problem to solve—the one that will deliver the coolest product. Either of these
could result in the engineer rushing to find an ingenious solution to the obvious or stated
problem, but exercising his abilities to the wrong end result.A strong indicator that you are
treating referred pain often involves workarounds. These crop up when the current system
shows signs of needing some correction, and instead of correcting the prime system, a
workaround—allowing something to go wrong and then fixing the result—is applied to correct
the manifestation of the problem. A workaround is a Band-Aid and does little or nothing to
address the underlying cause of a problem. Yet when one seems to work, more of them are
used, sometimes on top of each other in layers of workarounds. Each time a workaround is
used, the Band-Aid appears to be cheaper than surgery.The root causes of many problems are
subtle, and often quite removed from the apparent symptom. However, effort spent investigating
the real need, and solving the right problem, is invariably returned severalfold.7. MañanaPhoto



by Mark Lisao (markldxb@gmail.com)We all have windows of time within which we recognize
that we need to start moving and keep moving to complete some work. Delivery dates beyond
those windows create no sense of urgency, and therefore little motivation to act.What if Paul
Revere took his midnight ride through the villages and towns of Massachusetts shouting, “The
British are coming! The British are coming! Sometime next year—I’m not exactly sure when or
where, but next year, the British are coming!”[1][1] For those of you not familiar with American
history and folklore, Paul Revere is said to have ridden on horseback through villages and towns
one night, just before the American Revolution, warning the colonists that the British were
coming and preparing them to fight the British at the Battle of Lexington in 1775. There is a
poem, Paul Revere’s Ride, by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, that every Massachusetts
schoolchild memorizes. It ends with this:“So through the night rode Paul Revere;And so through
the night went his cry of alarmTo every Middlesex village and farm,A cry of defiance and not of
fear,A voice in the darkness, a knock at the doorAnd a word that shall echo forevermore!For,
borne on the night-wind of the Past,Through all our history, to the last,In the hour of darkness
and peril and need,The people will waken and listen to hearThe hurrying hoof-beats of that
steed,And the midnight message of Paul Revere.”No mañana for Paul; he had a natural sense of
urgency.You’ve got to expect that he just wouldn’t have gotten the response he was hoping for.
He probably would have been met with angry shouts of “Put a cork in it, Paul!” He may have
even met with the occasional projectile chamber pot.A sense of urgency is a magnificent
catalyst for action. Remove that urgency, and that action slides down the list of Things To Do
Today. Other matters become more compelling, and today is consumed by all the other stuff that
consumes days.We all have windows of time within which we recognize that we need to take
immediate action in order to complete some work. For most of us, the window is about 30 to 90
days out. We can look at ourselves today, and see the path of work ahead for the next 30 to 90
days. We can plan our work for those days, and we can feel the urgency. We get a move on; we
get an eagle-eyed focus on what needs to be done.Outside that window is mañana. Mañana is
our state of recognizing personal responsibility to complete some work—without recognizing
that we must commence work now in order to be successful.Most projects are longer than the
human window of urgency. People cannot feel the urgency in their soul when the organization
tells them that it is incredibly important to complete a project within the next 30 months. They
hear it; they understand why it is important; but a little voice inside their head says,“Thirty
months, by then you could be dead.”Big projects stay out of mañana by keeping most people
focused inside the window. They do this by directing the work toward tangible deliverables inside
90 days, often inside 30 days. You hear proposed deliverables like these:“Let’s build a prototype
of the trading screens—just for the bond traders, within the next two weeks.”“Let’s build the code
so the system can take in new orders, check if the items are in stock, and send a message to
fulfillment. Don’t worry about changed or cancelled orders or anything else, just new orders. We
should be able to demonstrate this by mid-month, all right?”The wonderful thing about project
people is that they can take on these near-term tasks as though they are up against the actual



finish line. On basically healthy projects, people will work hard and stay focused on the prototype
due in two weeks, just as if they are delivering the final system in two weeks.Be careful, though:
The key is a real deliverable at the end of the window. Progress alone is insufficient. Something
like “Let’s get the spec to fifty percent complete by the end of May” just does not supply
satisfying closure. The little voice says, “Fifty percent—that means not done by the end of May.
What other work do I really have to complete by then?”Watch out for a particularly virulent form
of mañana: inordinate amounts of time spent getting ready to get started. Everyone spends time
hunting for the perfect tools to support testing; everyone debates exactly how the libraries will be
set up to provide the best possible support for the developers. This time has much more value if
it is saved for finishing the work at the end of the project.Sheila Brady, recalling her days as a
project manager at Apple, had this observation about mañana versus what is in the line of
sight:“There has never been a project that, as it came down to the finish, wouldn’t die for an
extra week on the schedule.”Like all good project managers should, Sheila realized that the early
days of the project are not treated as preciously as those at the end—and that the best way to
get going is to get going, not mañana, but today.8. Eye ContactThe organization tends to co-
locate project personnel when the work is both urgent and complex.The trend toward
geographic distribution of projects is now well established and probably not going to go away.
You know the case for it as well as we do. You may have found yourself making that case to the
people who work for you, to explain why most of the staff is right here in town while there are
minor outposts in Kissimmee and Richmond-upon-Thames. It’s all about money and availability,
right?And yet, ’fess up now, if your life depended on the project’s outcome, wouldn’t you want all
the people working on it to be in the same location, able to look each other right in the eye? Of
course, there is always the possibility of some available remote person with a specific talent that
simply can’t be matched by anyone at the site where the rest of the project is located. If that’s the
case, you might be willing to pay the price of distribution, but otherwise not. The key here is that
the justification for fragmenting work ought not to be money and availability; it ought to be about
rare talents and skills. And the more urgent the task is, the more co-location becomes
necessary.There is a certain magic that happens when full-time, dedicated project members
occupy the same space. They begin to learn each others’ needs and capabilities, and as they
learn, they modify their own approaches to take best advantage of the mix. This notion of
teamwork is closely akin to what we observe in a smoothly functioning hockey team, for
example. The nearly invisible signaling that synchronizes the interaction is dependent on
physical proximity.Similarly, on a development team, there are key kinds of signaling that are
necessary for close interaction. The most essential of these is the giving and gaining of trust.
You can communicate via e-mail and phone with a distant team member and know some things
fairly precisely: specifics required by the person on the other end as well as promises made and
solicited, for example. If asked, you would say that you believed what the other person had
conveyed to you, why not? But if instead you were asked, “How strongly do you believe what you
just learned?” the answer would show a marked difference, depending on where the other



person was. Promises made and needs expressed by a co-located team member come with
body language and history; they are transactions in the midst of an evolving relationship. You
know what they mean. The same promises and needs communicated across continents and
oceans arrive largely without context.It’s difficult to give and gain trust across a distance. It’s also
difficult to pick up nuance, confidence, certain kinds of irony and sarcasm, intent, strength of
conviction, hopelessness and helplessness, energy level, and deviousness. Without these
shades of meaning, the communication limps. The big picture comes through, but the
conclusion you draw from it must remain tentative. Can a project proceed with this deficit? Sure,
but it is never going to work as well as it would if co-located.In Pattern 14,“Face Time,” we assert
that necessarily distributed teams can take important advantage of even occasional
opportunities to meet in person. Eye contact takes this to the next level. If the project is important
enough, distribution to pick up fungible resources located elsewhere makes no sense at all.
Conversely, if it’s okay to make use of any available bodies spread out across the country or
across the globe, the project is demonstrably not of primary importance. In organizations where
eye contact applies, urgency and complexity are trump cards that can be used to secure co-
location of the project team.Where all justification for co-location is ignored (cannot be
tolerated), the distributed team myth has been swallowed whole by man agement. Anybody,
anywhere, who happens to be coming available when a project begins, is the natural candidate
to join the new project team. In such an environment, teams are teams in name only.Adrenaline
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CreditsPattern IndexAbout the GuildIntroductionAbstraction is uniquely human. It is something
we do every day, every waking hour. But it wasn’t always so. At some point in our prehistory,
there had to be a very first instance of abstraction, a moment when an early protohuman stared
at something vaguely familiar, and then with a sudden flash of insight, thought, “Hello!
Thingumbob again!” That was the first abstraction. From that moment on, everything was
different. Man was loose on the Earth.Abstraction is profoundly human, but pattern recognition is
not. It is not unique to humans at all. The mouse has figured out when the cat is likely to be
asleep, when the humans are sure to be out of the kitchen, and when the crumbs have been
recently dropped but not yet swept up. Your family dog knows all the signals that precede what
you thought was going to be a totally unexpected getaway weekend. (Could it have been the
suitcase?) And the neighborhood raccoon understands that when the tide is out, pickings are
bound to be better on the beach than in your compost pile. But for all their pattern recognition
mastery, what the mouse/dog/raccoon cannot do is observe, “Hello! Thingumbob again!”1 That
involves abstraction.1 The thingumbob quote is adapted from William James, The Principles of
Psychology (New York: Henry Holt and Company, 1890), p. 463.©2007The key difference is how
the essence is captured. Patterns are absorbed and refined over time, stored away in the deep,
nonverbal recesses of your mind, and conveyed to you in the form of hunches. The hunch that a
particular ballcarrier is about to dart left, or that your spouse is ready to explode in anger, is the
result of recognized patterns from the past. So is the hunch that this week’s project status
meeting is going to be contentious. The unarticulated pattern may be useful to you—it clearly
has survival value—but its value can increase markedly when you mull it over and begin to
develop from it some declarable observations.For example, ask yourself this question: What did
the few contentious meetings over the past year all have in common? Well, they were most often
the ones that the boss’s boss attended, usually near the end of a quarter. In the worst meetings,
the team reported a slip in the schedule. You form this into a statement of the pattern: “My boss
tends to be extremely cranky about slip reported at a meeting, especially near the end of the



quarter, when his own boss is in attendance.”The recognized signals that led to this observation
are still buried in your unconscious, still able to provide you with occasional hunches. But now, in
a momentary connection between the right brain hunch and the left brain articulation capability,
you’ve isolated the essence and turned it into words. You can write it down, formulate tests to
check its validity, share it with others, and merge your observations with those of your
coworkers.Most people who do project work are pretty good at pattern recognition and derived
hunches (“I sense that this project is headed for disaster”), but not so good at abstracting their
patterns into a more usable form. Thus this book. We six authors have put our heads together to
articulate the patterns we’ve been absorbing during our combined one hundred and fifty years of
experience.The form of a book imposes a certain ordering of presentation, since each page
must necessarily come either before or after any other. But the patterns themselves have no
natural sequence. We’ve ordered them to suit our own tastes, striving only for the most enjoyable
reading experience from the first page to the last.Whether you read them straight through or
nonsequentially, bear in mind this cautionary note: We make no claim to the universality of our
observed patterns. They certainly don’t apply everywhere. A given pattern may fit your
organization or not. If it does, we hope it helps transform what before had only been a hunch into
an observation you can express, test, and refine with your team.In writing this book, we have
been constantly aware of our debt to the architect and philosopher Christopher Alexander and
his admirable book A Pattern Language.2 In this seminal work, Alexander and his coauthors
articulated a few hundred patterns about architecture. The book helps us better understand the
buildings we occupy—and the ones we’d like to—and it also shows us the way that thoughtfully
articulated abstractions can elucidate any subject.2 See C. Alexander et al., A Pattern
Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction (New York: Oxford University Press,
1977).IntroductionAbstraction is uniquely human. It is something we do every day, every waking
hour. But it wasn’t always so. At some point in our prehistory, there had to be a very first instance
of abstraction, a moment when an early protohuman stared at something vaguely familiar, and
then with a sudden flash of insight, thought, “Hello! Thingumbob again!” That was the first
abstraction. From that moment on, everything was different. Man was loose on the
Earth.Abstraction is profoundly human, but pattern recognition is not. It is not unique to humans
at all. The mouse has figured out when the cat is likely to be asleep, when the humans are sure
to be out of the kitchen, and when the crumbs have been recently dropped but not yet swept up.
Your family dog knows all the signals that precede what you thought was going to be a totally
unexpected getaway weekend. (Could it have been the suitcase?) And the neighborhood
raccoon understands that when the tide is out, pickings are bound to be better on the beach
than in your compost pile. But for all their pattern recognition mastery, what the mouse/dog/
raccoon cannot do is observe, “Hello! Thingumbob again!”1 That involves abstraction.1 The
thingumbob quote is adapted from William James, The Principles of Psychology (New York:
Henry Holt and Company, 1890), p. 463.©2007 The key difference is how the essence is
captured. Patterns are absorbed and refined over time, stored away in the deep, nonverbal



recesses of your mind, and conveyed to you in the form of hunches. The hunch that a particular
ballcarrier is about to dart left, or that your spouse is ready to explode in anger, is the result of
recognized patterns from the past. So is the hunch that this week’s project status meeting is
going to be contentious. The unarticulated pattern may be useful to you—it clearly has survival
value—but its value can increase markedly when you mull it over and begin to develop from it
some declarable observations.For example, ask yourself this question: What did the few
contentious meetings over the past year all have in common? Well, they were most often the
ones that the boss’s boss attended, usually near the end of a quarter. In the worst meetings, the
team reported a slip in the schedule. You form this into a statement of the pattern: “My boss
tends to be extremely cranky about slip reported at a meeting, especially near the end of the
quarter, when his own boss is in attendance.”The recognized signals that led to this observation
are still buried in your unconscious, still able to provide you with occasional hunches. But now, in
a momentary connection between the right brain hunch and the left brain articulation capability,
you’ve isolated the essence and turned it into words. You can write it down, formulate tests to
check its validity, share it with others, and merge your observations with those of your
coworkers.Most people who do project work are pretty good at pattern recognition and derived
hunches (“I sense that this project is headed for disaster”), but not so good at abstracting their
patterns into a more usable form. Thus this book. We six authors have put our heads together to
articulate the patterns we’ve been absorbing during our combined one hundred and fifty years of
experience.The form of a book imposes a certain ordering of presentation, since each page
must necessarily come either before or after any other. But the patterns themselves have no
natural sequence. We’ve ordered them to suit our own tastes, striving only for the most enjoyable
reading experience from the first page to the last.Whether you read them straight through or
nonsequentially, bear in mind this cautionary note: We make no claim to the universality of our
observed patterns. They certainly don’t apply everywhere. A given pattern may fit your
organization or not. If it does, we hope it helps transform what before had only been a hunch into
an observation you can express, test, and refine with your team.In writing this book, we have
been constantly aware of our debt to the architect and philosopher Christopher Alexander and
his admirable book A Pattern Language.2 In this seminal work, Alexander and his coauthors
articulated a few hundred patterns about architecture. The book helps us better understand the
buildings we occupy—and the ones we’d like to—and it also shows us the way that thoughtfully
articulated abstractions can elucidate any subject.2 See C. Alexander et al., A Pattern
Language: Towns, Buildings, Construction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1977).1.
Adrenaline JunkiesThe organization believes that frenzied activity is a sign of healthy
productivity.The phone rings.“We really have to fix a requirements specification this week. Can
you come and see what you can do with it?”“What’s wrong with the specification?”“We were in a
hurry, so we got a bunch of new hires to write it. We think they don’t know what they’re
doing.”“Then wouldn’t it be more productive for us to coach them in writing requirements?”“But
we need the specification this week.”“Okay, I’ll come tomorrow.”Two hours later:“Can you come



and look at our estimates?”“What happened to the specification?”“We don’t have time. We’ll go
ahead with the requirements as they are. My boss wants the estimates to be handed in
today. . . .”You probably recognize the characteristics of the adrenaline junkie organization:
Priorities are constantly shifting; everything is needed “yesterday;” there’s never enough project
time before delivery; every project is urgent; and the urgent projects just keep coming.
Everybody is frantically busy . . . all the time.People in these organizations do not think
strategically. Work gets done on the basis of its urgency alone. Unless a project’s “frantic factor”
is high, it will be ignored—even though it promises a significant long-term advantage. It will
remain ignored until it suddenly (surprise, surprise) becomes urgent. Adrenaline junkies believe
that the best way to work is not by planning but by running as fast as possible.This kind of
culture equates desperate urgency with effective performance. If you are part of such a culture, it
is difficult to avoid becoming addicted: Urgency is encouraged. The programmers who work
through the night to meet an absurdly short deadline are lionized (never mind the quality of what
they deliver). Teams that routinely come in on the weekend, just to keep up with their workload,
are regarded more favorably than those that don’t. Moreover, if you’re somebody who does not
work excessive overtime and are not frenetically busy all the time, then you are not “one of us”;
you are not one of the busy-busy-busy people who keep the organization afloat. Non-heroic
activity is plainly not acceptable.Most adrenaline junkie organizations contain at least one
bottleneck. This is the hero who makes all the design decisions, is the only source of
requirements, or makes all the architectural decisions. He is playing two roles: One is to make
himself appear to be busier than mere mortals can hope to be. The second is to produce a
logjam of decision-making that once released, causes the rest of the organization to become
even more frantic.Most adrenaline junkie organizations enthusiastically embrace the customer
service ethic: They confuse responding to urgency with admirable responsiveness. When a
customer makes a request, regardless of its potential for profit (or even usefulness), it instantly
becomes a project, often with a ridiculously short deadline. (See Pattern 38, “Project Sluts,” for
more on this.) This new project naturally increases the workload on the already overloaded
heroes, so more busyness comes about—all of it feeding the insatiable need for the organization
to be very, very busy. Many of these organizations think—falsely—that this is what being agile is
all about.Adrenaline junkie organizations react rather than consider. The result is that most
things are in a state of flux, and nothing is settled or long-term. The fluid state persists:
Specifications are fluid—nobody really knows what to build. Designs and plans are fluid—they
will almost certainly be changed tomorrow. There is no attempt to prioritize by importance or
value—there is just urgency.There is no Betty Ford Clinic for adrenaline junkie organizations,
and there may well be no cure short of eliminating the adrenaline junkies and replacing them
with managers who understand that the organization is most effective when it is not in a state of
emergency. Such a replacement may well be impossible, though: It is usually upper
management, and often the CEO, who wants to see the organization in a constant state of
frenzy. After all, frenzy sustains the illusion of healthy productivity. And if the managers of a



company are adrenaline junkies, then project teams are not far behind.Adrenaline junkie
organizations don’t always fail. Some of them continue to operate at a frenzied pace for years.
But none of them can ever build anything big—that requires stability and planning. Junkie
behavior is not scalable—it is limited to what can be achieved by a relatively few people working
very, very hard with little direction or strategy.Naturally, in any organization, there are times when
things need to be done urgently, and there are some roles in an organization that need to
concentrate on urgent tasks. But all things are not always urgent, and all roles are not concerned
with urgent matters. Unless urgency can be replaced with prioritization and restraint, there is
little hope of curing the addiction to adrenaline.1. Adrenaline JunkiesThe organization believes
that frenzied activity is a sign of healthy productivity.The phone rings.“We really have to fix a
requirements specification this week. Can you come and see what you can do with it?”“What’s
wrong with the specification?”“We were in a hurry, so we got a bunch of new hires to write it. We
think they don’t know what they’re doing.”“Then wouldn’t it be more productive for us to coach
them in writing requirements?”“But we need the specification this week.”“Okay, I’ll come
tomorrow.”Two hours later:“Can you come and look at our estimates?”“What happened to the
specification?”“We don’t have time. We’ll go ahead with the requirements as they are. My boss
wants the estimates to be handed in today. . . .”You probably recognize the characteristics of the
adrenaline junkie organization: Priorities are constantly shifting; everything is needed
“yesterday;” there’s never enough project time before delivery; every project is urgent; and the
urgent projects just keep coming. Everybody is frantically busy . . . all the time.People in these
organizations do not think strategically. Work gets done on the basis of its urgency alone. Unless
a project’s “frantic factor” is high, it will be ignored—even though it promises a significant long-
term advantage. It will remain ignored until it suddenly (surprise, surprise) becomes urgent.
Adrenaline junkies believe that the best way to work is not by planning but by running as fast as
possible.This kind of culture equates desperate urgency with effective performance. If you are
part of such a culture, it is difficult to avoid becoming addicted: Urgency is encouraged. The
programmers who work through the night to meet an absurdly short deadline are lionized (never
mind the quality of what they deliver). Teams that routinely come in on the weekend, just to keep
up with their workload, are regarded more favorably than those that don’t. Moreover, if you’re
somebody who does not work excessive overtime and are not frenetically busy all the time, then
you are not “one of us”; you are not one of the busy-busy-busy people who keep the organization
afloat. Non-heroic activity is plainly not acceptable.Most adrenaline junkie organizations contain
at least one bottleneck. This is the hero who makes all the design decisions, is the only source of
requirements, or makes all the architectural decisions. He is playing two roles: One is to make
himself appear to be busier than mere mortals can hope to be. The second is to produce a
logjam of decision-making that once released, causes the rest of the organization to become
even more frantic.Most adrenaline junkie organizations enthusiastically embrace the customer
service ethic: They confuse responding to urgency with admirable responsiveness. When a
customer makes a request, regardless of its potential for profit (or even usefulness), it instantly



becomes a project, often with a ridiculously short deadline. (See Pattern 38, “Project Sluts,” for
more on this.) This new project naturally increases the workload on the already overloaded
heroes, so more busyness comes about—all of it feeding the insatiable need for the organization
to be very, very busy. Many of these organizations think—falsely—that this is what being agile is
all about.Adrenaline junkie organizations react rather than consider. The result is that most
things are in a state of flux, and nothing is settled or long-term. The fluid state persists:
Specifications are fluid—nobody really knows what to build. Designs and plans are fluid—they
will almost certainly be changed tomorrow. There is no attempt to prioritize by importance or
value—there is just urgency.There is no Betty Ford Clinic for adrenaline junkie organizations,
and there may well be no cure short of eliminating the adrenaline junkies and replacing them
with managers who understand that the organization is most effective when it is not in a state of
emergency. Such a replacement may well be impossible, though: It is usually upper
management, and often the CEO, who wants to see the organization in a constant state of
frenzy. After all, frenzy sustains the illusion of healthy productivity. And if the managers of a
company are adrenaline junkies, then project teams are not far behind.Adrenaline junkie
organizations don’t always fail. Some of them continue to operate at a frenzied pace for years.
But none of them can ever build anything big—that requires stability and planning. Junkie
behavior is not scalable—it is limited to what can be achieved by a relatively few people working
very, very hard with little direction or strategy.Naturally, in any organization, there are times when
things need to be done urgently, and there are some roles in an organization that need to
concentrate on urgent tasks. But all things are not always urgent, and all roles are not concerned
with urgent matters. Unless urgency can be replaced with prioritization and restraint, there is
little hope of curing the addiction to adrenaline.2. Rattle Yer DagsThe project team exhibits a
palpable sense of urgency to determine who needs to do what by when, and a desire to carry
out all necessary actions immediately.Imagine that you are a fly on the wall during the regular
meeting of a development team. You can see and hear the following interactions almost as soon
as the meeting gets under way: What problem are we trying to solve? What are the major
elements of a solution? Who is taking the lead on each? What are the first things that need to
get done? Who will do them? By when? If we don’t know how long a particular task will take,
who is scoping it and by when will that be done? When do we need to get back together to plan
the next steps? Done.After the meeting, often within the hour, an e-mail is circulated,
summarizing the agreed plan of action. By the time the summary is distributed, it’s not unusual to
find that one or more of the action items have already been completed. People had started to
work on them, immediately after the meeting.Even from the wall, your fly eyes can see that this is
a high-velocity team.On one particularly high-velocity team we know, it is not at all uncommon to
see people taking action on agreed-upon items during the meeting itself. Typically, the person
assigned figures it’s easier to do the task than to write it down to do later; for example, “Reassign
all remaining open priority 2 bugs to Product Management for triage.” If a decision can’t be made
until someone outside the meeting is consulted, the person assigned IMs that person and



reports the result to the group, allowing the action plan to proceed.Such immediate-action
examples are the exception, and they are admittedly enabled by technology. But the underlying
behavior comes from the team’s culture, not its equipment. Whether it took the team ten minutes
or ninety minutes to reassign the bugs is beside the point; the team started right away. You can
observe several characteristics of teams that routinely rattle their dags:11 Ask a New
Zealander.• They have an instinctive sense of time urgency. They see delay as a real risk to
success. They don’t need to be hectored with deadlines. They strive to get the product to market
(or the system into production) as soon as it can be done properly. They understand the money-
value of time.• They have great confidence in their individual and collective abilities. Think about
walking barefoot through a dark and unfamiliar room. When you are unsure of what is in front of
you and you don’t know what you might bump into with your next step, you slow down. Your lack
of confidence acts like friction. Action-oriented teams are highly confident in the correctness (or
correctability) of their decisions and actions, so they feel safe to move quickly.• They believe in
the value of iteration. They’re not terribly worried about getting it wrong—in part because they
are confident, but also because they fully expect to make frequent assessments and course
corrections, as they go. Relieved of the burden of making perfect decisions every time, but
confident that they will be right most of the time, they decide and act with alacrity.It’s probably
worth taking a moment to consider the opposite pattern, characterized by “talk show” team
meetings—sometimes entertaining, but devoid of action. These come in several varieties:• The
quest for perfect information. Some corporate cultures place more value on not making mistakes
than on getting things done. In other words, it’s safer to do nothing than it is to do something and
get it wrong. Such cultures breed leaders and teams that seek enough information to make the
exactly correct decision the first time. Team meetings often result not in decisions about what to
do, but in decisions about what additional information to gather before making a decision about
what to do.• The cult of “on hold.” Weak teams are far more likely than strong teams to place
decisions and action items “on hold.” The very concept of being on hold goes against the bias
for action that you find on strong software teams. Strong teams yearn to get things done. If a
decision needs to be made or a task accomplished, the team is all over it. If a decision is
appropriately deferred to a future time, the team schedules it for a specific point in development.
Weak teams are always finding reasons to wait until later to make a decision or take an action.•
The parade of left parentheses. Poorly led team meetings ricochet from topic to topic as
thoughts arise, opening one issue after another, but closing none of them.• Tales around the
campfire. Some team meetings are so formless that they consist of nothing more than a series of
anecdotes and reminiscences of current and past events in the organization’s lore.• All roads
lead to design. When the team is dominated by architects and developers, we sometimes
observe that every meeting, regardless of purpose or agenda, eventually devolves into a design
discussion. Design discussions can be wonderful, but not when they prevent deliberation of
other worthy topics.• The meeting to schedule additional meetings. What all failed meetings
become.2. Rattle Yer DagsThe project team exhibits a palpable sense of urgency to determine



who needs to do what by when, and a desire to carry out all necessary actions
immediately.Imagine that you are a fly on the wall during the regular meeting of a development
team. You can see and hear the following interactions almost as soon as the meeting gets under
way: What problem are we trying to solve? What are the major elements of a solution? Who is
taking the lead on each? What are the first things that need to get done? Who will do them? By
when? If we don’t know how long a particular task will take, who is scoping it and by when will
that be done? When do we need to get back together to plan the next steps? Done.After the
meeting, often within the hour, an e-mail is circulated, summarizing the agreed plan of action. By
the time the summary is distributed, it’s not unusual to find that one or more of the action items
have already been completed. People had started to work on them, immediately after the
meeting.Even from the wall, your fly eyes can see that this is a high-velocity team.On one
particularly high-velocity team we know, it is not at all uncommon to see people taking action on
agreed-upon items during the meeting itself. Typically, the person assigned figures it’s easier to
do the task than to write it down to do later; for example, “Reassign all remaining open priority 2
bugs to Product Management for triage.” If a decision can’t be made until someone outside the
meeting is consulted, the person assigned IMs that person and reports the result to the group,
allowing the action plan to proceed.Such immediate-action examples are the exception, and
they are admittedly enabled by technology. But the underlying behavior comes from the team’s
culture, not its equipment. Whether it took the team ten minutes or ninety minutes to reassign the
bugs is beside the point; the team started right away. You can observe several characteristics of
teams that routinely rattle their dags:11 Ask a New Zealander.• They have an instinctive sense of
time urgency. They see delay as a real risk to success. They don’t need to be hectored with
deadlines. They strive to get the product to market (or the system into production) as soon as it
can be done properly. They understand the money-value of time.• They have great confidence in
their individual and collective abilities. Think about walking barefoot through a dark and
unfamiliar room. When you are unsure of what is in front of you and you don’t know what you
might bump into with your next step, you slow down. Your lack of confidence acts like friction.
Action-oriented teams are highly confident in the correctness (or correctability) of their decisions
and actions, so they feel safe to move quickly.• They believe in the value of iteration. They’re not
terribly worried about getting it wrong—in part because they are confident, but also because
they fully expect to make frequent assessments and course corrections, as they go. Relieved of
the burden of making perfect decisions every time, but confident that they will be right most of
the time, they decide and act with alacrity.It’s probably worth taking a moment to consider the
opposite pattern, characterized by “talk show” team meetings—sometimes entertaining, but
devoid of action. These come in several varieties:• The quest for perfect information. Some
corporate cultures place more value on not making mistakes than on getting things done. In
other words, it’s safer to do nothing than it is to do something and get it wrong. Such cultures
breed leaders and teams that seek enough information to make the exactly correct decision the
first time. Team meetings often result not in decisions about what to do, but in decisions about



what additional information to gather before making a decision about what to do.• The cult of “on
hold.” Weak teams are far more likely than strong teams to place decisions and action items “on
hold.” The very concept of being on hold goes against the bias for action that you find on strong
software teams. Strong teams yearn to get things done. If a decision needs to be made or a task
accomplished, the team is all over it. If a decision is appropriately deferred to a future time, the
team schedules it for a specific point in development. Weak teams are always finding reasons to
wait until later to make a decision or take an action.• The parade of left parentheses. Poorly led
team meetings ricochet from topic to topic as thoughts arise, opening one issue after another,
but closing none of them.• Tales around the campfire. Some team meetings are so formless that
they consist of nothing more than a series of anecdotes and reminiscences of current and past
events in the organization’s lore.• All roads lead to design. When the team is dominated by
architects and developers, we sometimes observe that every meeting, regardless of purpose or
agenda, eventually devolves into a design discussion. Design discussions can be wonderful, but
not when they prevent deliberation of other worthy topics.• The meeting to schedule additional
meetings. What all failed meetings become.3. Dead FishFrom Day One, the project has no
chance of meeting its goals; most people on the project know this and say nothing.The goals of
many IT projects can be summarized simply: We need this set of functionality, with this accuracy,
with reasonable robustness, by this calendar date. The team is assembled, and the statements
of goals and constraints are worked into detailed requirements and designs; and they’re
published.The big secret is that nobody on the project believes that the project can be an
outright success. Usually, the deadline is not attainable with the other goals unchanged.
Mysteriously, no one declares that there is a big, stinking, dead fish of failure already smelling up
the project.As the Greek tragedy plays out, the project will slog on. Then, typically a few weeks
before expected delivery, each project member, project manager, manager of a project
manager, and anybody standing remotely near the project, will either1. declare shock, dismay,
and amazement that the project is nowhere near where it needs to be for the upcoming
releaseor,2. lay low and say absolutely nothing about anything unless askedWhy do so many
people in so many organizations spray reality deodorant rather than simply state, “No way this
project is happening the way we want. The dead fish is here.”Many organizations are so driven
for success that anyone expressing doubt gets no reward whatsoever for speaking his heartfelt
opinion. In fact, if someone identifies the dead fish in the early stages of a project, upper
management’s first response is likely to be“Prove it. Show us that the probability of success is 0
percent. Draw no conclusions from the other dried-out fish carcasses lying around from previous
projects; your project is different. Prove to us with irrefutable mathematics that failure is
inevitable.”Anything short of a masterful proof gets lambasted as whining or an attempt to get
out of some good-old, honest hard work:“Are you a weenie or a layabout? Take your pick, but we
doubt you’ll be a part of this fine organization for long.”In such an environment, it is safer to “try
hard” and not make it than to declare goals unattainable as defined. Granted, sometimes it is
necessary to take on a very challenging project and give it a real try before conceding anything.



Absolutely—but the difference is that on hard projects with real deadlines, nobody waits until the
last minute to declare an emergency. If your project is building software for a communications
satellite that is set to launch in 18 months—and you know that if you miss the launch date, the
next opportunity is 16 months after that—then you and everyone else will be sniffing the air
every day for that aquatic scent. One whiff of that aquatic scent and you will spring into action,
knowing too well that on a dead-fish project, action waits until most options are lost.Clearly, the
dead fish is not only destructive to organizations, it is demoralizing to the dead-fish project
teams and their managers. No matter what the organizational culture, nobody is ever
comfortable sitting on a stinking dead fish for long. The costs of keeping a dead fish secret are
huge.Just for Monty Python fans:“This project’s not dead; it’s pining for the fjords!”“It’s not dead,
it’s just molting!”“This is a dead project. It has joined the project choir invisible!”“And now for
some pattern completely different. . . .”3. Dead FishFrom Day One, the project has no chance of
meeting its goals; most people on the project know this and say nothing.The goals of many IT
projects can be summarized simply: We need this set of functionality, with this accuracy, with
reasonable robustness, by this calendar date. The team is assembled, and the statements of
goals and constraints are worked into detailed requirements and designs; and they’re
published.The big secret is that nobody on the project believes that the project can be an
outright success. Usually, the deadline is not attainable with the other goals unchanged.
Mysteriously, no one declares that there is a big, stinking, dead fish of failure already smelling up
the project.As the Greek tragedy plays out, the project will slog on. Then, typically a few weeks
before expected delivery, each project member, project manager, manager of a project
manager, and anybody standing remotely near the project, will either1. declare shock, dismay,
and amazement that the project is nowhere near where it needs to be for the upcoming
releaseor,2. lay low and say absolutely nothing about anything unless askedWhy do so many
people in so many organizations spray reality deodorant rather than simply state, “No way this
project is happening the way we want. The dead fish is here.”Many organizations are so driven
for success that anyone expressing doubt gets no reward whatsoever for speaking his heartfelt
opinion. In fact, if someone identifies the dead fish in the early stages of a project, upper
management’s first response is likely to be“Prove it. Show us that the probability of success is 0
percent. Draw no conclusions from the other dried-out fish carcasses lying around from previous
projects; your project is different. Prove to us with irrefutable mathematics that failure is
inevitable.”Anything short of a masterful proof gets lambasted as whining or an attempt to get
out of some good-old, honest hard work:“Are you a weenie or a layabout? Take your pick, but we
doubt you’ll be a part of this fine organization for long.”In such an environment, it is safer to “try
hard” and not make it than to declare goals unattainable as defined. Granted, sometimes it is
necessary to take on a very challenging project and give it a real try before conceding anything.
Absolutely—but the difference is that on hard projects with real deadlines, nobody waits until the
last minute to declare an emergency. If your project is building software for a communications
satellite that is set to launch in 18 months—and you know that if you miss the launch date, the



next opportunity is 16 months after that—then you and everyone else will be sniffing the air
every day for that aquatic scent. One whiff of that aquatic scent and you will spring into action,
knowing too well that on a dead-fish project, action waits until most options are lost.Clearly, the
dead fish is not only destructive to organizations, it is demoralizing to the dead-fish project
teams and their managers. No matter what the organizational culture, nobody is ever
comfortable sitting on a stinking dead fish for long. The costs of keeping a dead fish secret are
huge.Just for Monty Python fans:“This project’s not dead; it’s pining for the fjords!”“It’s not dead,
it’s just molting!”“This is a dead project. It has joined the project choir invisible!”“And now for
some pattern completely different. . . .”4. Happy Clappy MeetingsDisplay of high morale
becomes a factor in personal performance evaluation.High morale is an unfailing indicator of
organizational health. Similarly, low morale is a sure sign that something is wrong. There is a
certain kind of managerial mind that seizes upon this relationship and attempts to exploit it in
reverse. The logic goes like this: Force morale up and other good things will follow.Ah, but how to
force morale up? In particular, how to do it without investing all the bothersome time and energy
and expense necessary to make things truly improve? That’s a tough one, but don’t think people
won’t try. Thus the sour humor of the saying, “The beatings will continue until morale
improves.”Chris Linn, Corporate Entertainer ()A common attempt to force morale is a ceremonial
meeting in which the boss, smiling broadly, stands in front of the assembled group and opens
the floor: “Let me hear what you folks have got to say,” he tells them confidently. “Anything at all,
even the bad news and the hard questions.” Note the tone here and the subliminal message:
There is nothing to hide because we’re all a big, happy family. (Happy, dammit, happy. Pay
attention.)At one company I know, the happy clappy ceremony is called an All Hands Meeting,
all hands because everyone is invited to attend. But when one brave soul actually held his hand
up and asked the CEO a hard question, the result was not exactly what he might have hoped.
The CEO mumbled something and quickly got off the stage. Later that day, the impudent
questioner was called on the carpet by his immediate boss and disabused of the illusion that
hard questions were actually welcome. After that, the meetings were unofficially called No
Hands Meetings, since it was understood by all that no one was to raise a hand to take part.—
TDMWhen you get the sense that what is being solicited is not your input but only your approval,
you know exactly what’s happening: Welcome to another happy clappy meeting.4. Happy
Clappy MeetingsDisplay of high morale becomes a factor in personal performance
evaluation.High morale is an unfailing indicator of organizational health. Similarly, low morale is a
sure sign that something is wrong. There is a certain kind of managerial mind that seizes upon
this relationship and attempts to exploit it in reverse. The logic goes like this: Force morale up
and other good things will follow.Ah, but how to force morale up? In particular, how to do it
without investing all the bothersome time and energy and expense necessary to make things
truly improve? That’s a tough one, but don’t think people won’t try. Thus the sour humor of the
saying, “The beatings will continue until morale improves.”Chris Linn, Corporate Entertainer ()A
common attempt to force morale is a ceremonial meeting in which the boss, smiling broadly,



stands in front of the assembled group and opens the floor: “Let me hear what you folks have got
to say,” he tells them confidently. “Anything at all, even the bad news and the hard questions.”
Note the tone here and the subliminal message: There is nothing to hide because we’re all a big,
happy family. (Happy, dammit, happy. Pay attention.)At one company I know, the happy clappy
ceremony is called an All Hands Meeting, all hands because everyone is invited to attend. But
when one brave soul actually held his hand up and asked the CEO a hard question, the result
was not exactly what he might have hoped. The CEO mumbled something and quickly got off
the stage. Later that day, the impudent questioner was called on the carpet by his immediate
boss and disabused of the illusion that hard questions were actually welcome. After that, the
meetings were unofficially called No Hands Meetings, since it was understood by all that no one
was to raise a hand to take part.—TDMWhen you get the sense that what is being solicited is
not your input but only your approval, you know exactly what’s happening: Welcome to another
happy clappy meeting.5. NannyThe project manager has many skills in common with those of
the traditional English nanny.A good manager is aware of the capabilities of his staff. He assigns
responsibilities and makes plans to suit the best match between skills available and the nature
of the task. This much is obvious. There are some managers who go one step further: They
provide a working environment—both technical and sociological—that maximizes people’s
abilities to use their skills and to improve them. These managers ensure their staff has the tools
they need to do the job. These managers encourage questions and debate among the staff; they
give each team member the appropriate challenges; they criticize where necessary; they provide
a workplace where people enjoy their work; and they make the adjustments necessary to keep
things running smoothly. In short, good managers nurture their people like nannies nurture their
charges.A nanny, in the traditional English sense, is employed by a family to take care of the
children. The nanny—usually trained to be a teacher, nurse, and cook—is responsible for the
physical, emotional, social, creative, and intellectual development of the children. On a dayto-
day basis, the nanny makes sure that the children are safe from harm, and that they get enough
fresh air and exercise, eat nourishing food, and learn more about the world and how to live in it.
Apart from looking after the children, the nanny also communicates any concerns about their
development to the parents, while encouraging the special talents of her charges. The nanny
creates an environment where it is safe to take risks and to learn.When managers have these
nanny-like qualities, they get more and better work from their people by fostering and developing
their talents.The best manager I ever worked for was Peter Ford. There were obvious things,
such as his making sure we all had the facilities we needed to do our work. For instance, we had
an open plan office—not the best environment for thinking work—and he managed to get the
budget for some sound-absorbing screens and to reserve a couple of “quiet rooms” for our team.
All of this, and many other things he did for us, involved negotiation and politics that we were
unaware of. He encouraged us to read and discuss new ideas in systems development. He
brought books and magazines for our team library and scheduled time for us to discuss them
together. He noticed when we were feeling unhappy or unwell, and he talked to us and helped



us. He protected us from the rest of the organization, but if he was unhappy with us, he let us
know. His office door was rarely closed. Peter was our nanny.—SQRThere may be some
nannying already going on in your organization if you notice one or more of these conditions: You
don’t have to make an appointment to see your manager, or you don’t have to spend much time
on trivial and irritating administrative tasks. The environment has an atmosphere of openness;
people say what they think, and they learn from each other. The manager treats training and
education as a necessity rather than a luxury, and there is time set aside (like the morning coffee
powwow or the Friday afternoon book review) for discussing new ideas together.In any group of
people, there will always be rumors and gossip and the time-wasting activities that accompany
them. However, in an office blessed with a nurturing manager, this time-wasting is minimized
because the manager makes sure the team knows what is really going on. People don’t have to
rely on the rumor mill to know what’s happening in their organization. Instead, they feel informed
and trusted, and they focus on their work.A nanny-like manager thinks of himself as an enabler
of work. While the traditional nanny’s job satisfaction comes from seeing the development of the
children’s abilities, the “nanny” manager gets his satisfaction from seeing individual team
members develop in their roles and become more productive and more satisfied with their
work.You see the opposite of this pattern when a manager’s attention is on politics,
administration, procedures, and kowtowing to more-senior managers. Drawing and adjusting
PERT and Gantt charts seem to be more important than talking to the team. And some
managers do much of the actual development work instead of looking after the needs of the
team.How does your organization view the role of a manager? Does it reward managers for
being work enablers? Does it hire nannies or administrators?5. NannyThe project manager has
many skills in common with those of the traditional English nanny.A good manager is aware of
the capabilities of his staff. He assigns responsibilities and makes plans to suit the best match
between skills available and the nature of the task. This much is obvious. There are some
managers who go one step further: They provide a working environment—both technical and
sociological—that maximizes people’s abilities to use their skills and to improve them. These
managers ensure their staff has the tools they need to do the job. These managers encourage
questions and debate among the staff; they give each team member the appropriate challenges;
they criticize where necessary; they provide a workplace where people enjoy their work; and
they make the adjustments necessary to keep things running smoothly. In short, good managers
nurture their people like nannies nurture their charges.A nanny, in the traditional English sense,
is employed by a family to take care of the children. The nanny—usually trained to be a teacher,
nurse, and cook—is responsible for the physical, emotional, social, creative, and intellectual
development of the children. On a dayto-day basis, the nanny makes sure that the children are
safe from harm, and that they get enough fresh air and exercise, eat nourishing food, and learn
more about the world and how to live in it. Apart from looking after the children, the nanny also
communicates any concerns about their development to the parents, while encouraging the
special talents of her charges. The nanny creates an environment where it is safe to take risks



and to learn.When managers have these nanny-like qualities, they get more and better work
from their people by fostering and developing their talents.The best manager I ever worked for
was Peter Ford. There were obvious things, such as his making sure we all had the facilities we
needed to do our work. For instance, we had an open plan office—not the best environment for
thinking work—and he managed to get the budget for some sound-absorbing screens and to
reserve a couple of “quiet rooms” for our team. All of this, and many other things he did for us,
involved negotiation and politics that we were unaware of. He encouraged us to read and
discuss new ideas in systems development. He brought books and magazines for our team
library and scheduled time for us to discuss them together. He noticed when we were feeling
unhappy or unwell, and he talked to us and helped us. He protected us from the rest of the
organization, but if he was unhappy with us, he let us know. His office door was rarely closed.
Peter was our nanny.—SQRThere may be some nannying already going on in your organization
if you notice one or more of these conditions: You don’t have to make an appointment to see
your manager, or you don’t have to spend much time on trivial and irritating administrative tasks.
The environment has an atmosphere of openness; people say what they think, and they learn
from each other. The manager treats training and education as a necessity rather than a luxury,
and there is time set aside (like the morning coffee powwow or the Friday afternoon book review)
for discussing new ideas together.In any group of people, there will always be rumors and gossip
and the time-wasting activities that accompany them. However, in an office blessed with a
nurturing manager, this time-wasting is minimized because the manager makes sure the team
knows what is really going on. People don’t have to rely on the rumor mill to know what’s
happening in their organization. Instead, they feel informed and trusted, and they focus on their
work.A nanny-like manager thinks of himself as an enabler of work. While the traditional nanny’s
job satisfaction comes from seeing the development of the children’s abilities, the “nanny”
manager gets his satisfaction from seeing individual team members develop in their roles and
become more productive and more satisfied with their work.You see the opposite of this pattern
when a manager’s attention is on politics, administration, procedures, and kowtowing to more-
senior managers. Drawing and adjusting PERT and Gantt charts seem to be more important
than talking to the team. And some managers do much of the actual development work instead
of looking after the needs of the team.How does your organization view the role of a manager?
Does it reward managers for being work enablers? Does it hire nannies or administrators?6.
Referred PainThe project solves the apparent problem but fails to address its underlying
cause.Referred pain is a term used to describe the condition whereby pain is manifest in parts of
the body other than the location of the source. For example, spinal injuries are felt in places other
than the spine. Sciatica is a case in point: The patient feels pain in the leg, yet the problem is a
prolapsed disc pressing on a nerve in the spinal canal. You can treat the leg as much as you
want, but the pain will persist—its underlying cause lies elsewhere. Similarly, a person who
suffers a heart attack usually feels referred pain in the left arm. Treating the arm will do nothing to
save the patient’s life.There is a tendency when forming projects to address the obvious problem



—the one that is most manifest and causing the most pain to the client. However, by looking only
to the referred pain, the project delivers a product that, once delivered, turns out to be largely
wasted as it does little to alleviate the real need.Consider the following example: Bank
customers who forget their password apply to the security department to have the password
reset. This involves complex and costly processing to authenticate the customer before a new
password can be issued. At one U.K. bank, resetting passwords cost in excess of four million
pounds per year. A project was formed to build new software that would make resetting
passwords easier and cheaper.This project set out to treat the referred pain instead of the root
cause of the problem (too many people forgetting their passwords). Because of a baroque
password setup protocol, users ended up with passwords that didn’t stick in their minds and the
bank experienced “I forgot my password” requests far in excess of what its competitors were
receiving. If the bank had addressed the real problem, it could have—at a fraction of the cost—
so reduced the number of requests that the existing password-reset approach would have been
quite workable.One commonly observed reason for treating the referred pain and not the cause
is a reluctance to investigate. This is sometimes because of the organization’s culture, and
sometimes because pressure is being brought to bear on the project to start delivering quickly:
“Listen, I know exactly what I want, so just generate these reports for me, pronto.” In many
organizations, it takes a brave analyst to first ask, “If you had these reports in hand, what would
you use them for? What are you actually trying to do?”Sometimes, we want to look where the
light is shining brightest. For example, we may look to technologies that we know, seeing the
problem in a way that best matches our familiar solutions: Ask a Web services designer how to
solve a business problem, and he will typically suggest a Web services solution; ask a database
designer, and you’ll get a database solution. Needless to say, either could easily disregard any
part of the underlying problem that does not slot neatly into his preferred implementation.
Moreover, we may be tempted to look to the most attractive problem to solve—the one that will
deliver the coolest product. Either of these could result in the engineer rushing to find an
ingenious solution to the obvious or stated problem, but exercising his abilities to the wrong end
result.A strong indicator that you are treating referred pain often involves workarounds. These
crop up when the current system shows signs of needing some correction, and instead of
correcting the prime system, a workaround—allowing something to go wrong and then fixing the
result—is applied to correct the manifestation of the problem. A workaround is a Band-Aid and
does little or nothing to address the underlying cause of a problem. Yet when one seems to
work, more of them are used, sometimes on top of each other in layers of workarounds. Each
time a workaround is used, the Band-Aid appears to be cheaper than surgery.The root causes of
many problems are subtle, and often quite removed from the apparent symptom. However, effort
spent investigating the real need, and solving the right problem, is invariably returned
severalfold.6. Referred PainThe project solves the apparent problem but fails to address its
underlying cause.Referred pain is a term used to describe the condition whereby pain is
manifest in parts of the body other than the location of the source. For example, spinal injuries



are felt in places other than the spine. Sciatica is a case in point: The patient feels pain in the leg,
yet the problem is a prolapsed disc pressing on a nerve in the spinal canal. You can treat the leg
as much as you want, but the pain will persist—its underlying cause lies elsewhere. Similarly, a
person who suffers a heart attack usually feels referred pain in the left arm. Treating the arm will
do nothing to save the patient’s life.There is a tendency when forming projects to address the
obvious problem—the one that is most manifest and causing the most pain to the client.
However, by looking only to the referred pain, the project delivers a product that, once delivered,
turns out to be largely wasted as it does little to alleviate the real need.Consider the following
example: Bank customers who forget their password apply to the security department to have
the password reset. This involves complex and costly processing to authenticate the customer
before a new password can be issued. At one U.K. bank, resetting passwords cost in excess of
four million pounds per year. A project was formed to build new software that would make
resetting passwords easier and cheaper.This project set out to treat the referred pain instead of
the root cause of the problem (too many people forgetting their passwords). Because of a
baroque password setup protocol, users ended up with passwords that didn’t stick in their minds
and the bank experienced “I forgot my password” requests far in excess of what its competitors
were receiving. If the bank had addressed the real problem, it could have—at a fraction of the
cost—so reduced the number of requests that the existing password-reset approach would have
been quite workable.One commonly observed reason for treating the referred pain and not the
cause is a reluctance to investigate. This is sometimes because of the organization’s culture,
and sometimes because pressure is being brought to bear on the project to start delivering
quickly: “Listen, I know exactly what I want, so just generate these reports for me, pronto.” In
many organizations, it takes a brave analyst to first ask, “If you had these reports in hand, what
would you use them for? What are you actually trying to do?”Sometimes, we want to look where
the light is shining brightest. For example, we may look to technologies that we know, seeing the
problem in a way that best matches our familiar solutions: Ask a Web services designer how to
solve a business problem, and he will typically suggest a Web services solution; ask a database
designer, and you’ll get a database solution. Needless to say, either could easily disregard any
part of the underlying problem that does not slot neatly into his preferred implementation.
Moreover, we may be tempted to look to the most attractive problem to solve—the one that will
deliver the coolest product. Either of these could result in the engineer rushing to find an
ingenious solution to the obvious or stated problem, but exercising his abilities to the wrong end
result.A strong indicator that you are treating referred pain often involves workarounds. These
crop up when the current system shows signs of needing some correction, and instead of
correcting the prime system, a workaround—allowing something to go wrong and then fixing the
result—is applied to correct the manifestation of the problem. A workaround is a Band-Aid and
does little or nothing to address the underlying cause of a problem. Yet when one seems to
work, more of them are used, sometimes on top of each other in layers of workarounds. Each
time a workaround is used, the Band-Aid appears to be cheaper than surgery.The root causes of



many problems are subtle, and often quite removed from the apparent symptom. However, effort
spent investigating the real need, and solving the right problem, is invariably returned
severalfold.7. MañanaPhoto by Mark Lisao (markldxb@gmail.com)We all have windows of time
within which we recognize that we need to start moving and keep moving to complete some
work. Delivery dates beyond those windows create no sense of urgency, and therefore little
motivation to act.What if Paul Revere took his midnight ride through the villages and towns of
Massachusetts shouting, “The British are coming! The British are coming! Sometime next year—
I’m not exactly sure when or where, but next year, the British are coming!”[1][1] For those of you
not familiar with American history and folklore, Paul Revere is said to have ridden on horseback
through villages and towns one night, just before the American Revolution, warning the colonists
that the British were coming and preparing them to fight the British at the Battle of Lexington in
1775. There is a poem, Paul Revere’s Ride, by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, that every
Massachusetts schoolchild memorizes. It ends with this:“So through the night rode Paul
Revere;And so through the night went his cry of alarmTo every Middlesex village and farm,A cry
of defiance and not of fear,A voice in the darkness, a knock at the doorAnd a word that shall
echo forevermore!For, borne on the night-wind of the Past,Through all our history, to the last,In
the hour of darkness and peril and need,The people will waken and listen to hearThe hurrying
hoof-beats of that steed,And the midnight message of Paul Revere.”No mañana for Paul; he had
a natural sense of urgency.You’ve got to expect that he just wouldn’t have gotten the response
he was hoping for. He probably would have been met with angry shouts of “Put a cork in it, Paul!”
He may have even met with the occasional projectile chamber pot.A sense of urgency is a
magnificent catalyst for action. Remove that urgency, and that action slides down the list of
Things To Do Today. Other matters become more compelling, and today is consumed by all the
other stuff that consumes days.We all have windows of time within which we recognize that we
need to take immediate action in order to complete some work. For most of us, the window is
about 30 to 90 days out. We can look at ourselves today, and see the path of work ahead for the
next 30 to 90 days. We can plan our work for those days, and we can feel the urgency. We get a
move on; we get an eagle-eyed focus on what needs to be done.Outside that window is mañana.
Mañana is our state of recognizing personal responsibility to complete some work—without
recognizing that we must commence work now in order to be successful.Most projects are
longer than the human window of urgency. People cannot feel the urgency in their soul when the
organization tells them that it is incredibly important to complete a project within the next 30
months. They hear it; they understand why it is important; but a little voice inside their head
says,“Thirty months, by then you could be dead.”Big projects stay out of mañana by keeping
most people focused inside the window. They do this by directing the work toward tangible
deliverables inside 90 days, often inside 30 days. You hear proposed deliverables like
these:“Let’s build a prototype of the trading screens—just for the bond traders, within the next
two weeks.”“Let’s build the code so the system can take in new orders, check if the items are in
stock, and send a message to fulfillment. Don’t worry about changed or cancelled orders or



anything else, just new orders. We should be able to demonstrate this by mid-month, all
right?”The wonderful thing about project people is that they can take on these near-term tasks
as though they are up against the actual finish line. On basically healthy projects, people will
work hard and stay focused on the prototype due in two weeks, just as if they are delivering the
final system in two weeks.Be careful, though: The key is a real deliverable at the end of the
window. Progress alone is insufficient. Something like “Let’s get the spec to fifty percent
complete by the end of May” just does not supply satisfying closure. The little voice says, “Fifty
percent—that means not done by the end of May. What other work do I really have to complete
by then?”Watch out for a particularly virulent form of mañana: inordinate amounts of time spent
getting ready to get started. Everyone spends time hunting for the perfect tools to support
testing; everyone debates exactly how the libraries will be set up to provide the best possible
support for the developers. This time has much more value if it is saved for finishing the work at
the end of the project.Sheila Brady, recalling her days as a project manager at Apple, had this
observation about mañana versus what is in the line of sight:“There has never been a project
that, as it came down to the finish, wouldn’t die for an extra week on the schedule.”Like all good
project managers should, Sheila realized that the early days of the project are not treated as
preciously as those at the end—and that the best way to get going is to get going, not mañana,
but today.7. MañanaPhoto by Mark Lisao (markldxb@gmail.com)We all have windows of time
within which we recognize that we need to start moving and keep moving to complete some
work. Delivery dates beyond those windows create no sense of urgency, and therefore little
motivation to act.What if Paul Revere took his midnight ride through the villages and towns of
Massachusetts shouting, “The British are coming! The British are coming! Sometime next year—
I’m not exactly sure when or where, but next year, the British are coming!”[1][1] For those of you
not familiar with American history and folklore, Paul Revere is said to have ridden on horseback
through villages and towns one night, just before the American Revolution, warning the colonists
that the British were coming and preparing them to fight the British at the Battle of Lexington in
1775. There is a poem, Paul Revere’s Ride, by Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, that every
Massachusetts schoolchild memorizes. It ends with this:“So through the night rode Paul
Revere;And so through the night went his cry of alarmTo every Middlesex village and farm,A cry
of defiance and not of fear,A voice in the darkness, a knock at the doorAnd a word that shall
echo forevermore!For, borne on the night-wind of the Past,Through all our history, to the last,In
the hour of darkness and peril and need,The people will waken and listen to hearThe hurrying
hoof-beats of that steed,And the midnight message of Paul Revere.”No mañana for Paul; he had
a natural sense of urgency.You’ve got to expect that he just wouldn’t have gotten the response
he was hoping for. He probably would have been met with angry shouts of “Put a cork in it, Paul!”
He may have even met with the occasional projectile chamber pot.A sense of urgency is a
magnificent catalyst for action. Remove that urgency, and that action slides down the list of
Things To Do Today. Other matters become more compelling, and today is consumed by all the
other stuff that consumes days.We all have windows of time within which we recognize that we



need to take immediate action in order to complete some work. For most of us, the window is
about 30 to 90 days out. We can look at ourselves today, and see the path of work ahead for the
next 30 to 90 days. We can plan our work for those days, and we can feel the urgency. We get a
move on; we get an eagle-eyed focus on what needs to be done.Outside that window is mañana.
Mañana is our state of recognizing personal responsibility to complete some work—without
recognizing that we must commence work now in order to be successful.Most projects are
longer than the human window of urgency. People cannot feel the urgency in their soul when the
organization tells them that it is incredibly important to complete a project within the next 30
months. They hear it; they understand why it is important; but a little voice inside their head
says,“Thirty months, by then you could be dead.”Big projects stay out of mañana by keeping
most people focused inside the window. They do this by directing the work toward tangible
deliverables inside 90 days, often inside 30 days. You hear proposed deliverables like
these:“Let’s build a prototype of the trading screens—just for the bond traders, within the next
two weeks.”“Let’s build the code so the system can take in new orders, check if the items are in
stock, and send a message to fulfillment. Don’t worry about changed or cancelled orders or
anything else, just new orders. We should be able to demonstrate this by mid-month, all
right?”The wonderful thing about project people is that they can take on these near-term tasks
as though they are up against the actual finish line. On basically healthy projects, people will
work hard and stay focused on the prototype due in two weeks, just as if they are delivering the
final system in two weeks.Be careful, though: The key is a real deliverable at the end of the
window. Progress alone is insufficient. Something like “Let’s get the spec to fifty percent
complete by the end of May” just does not supply satisfying closure. The little voice says, “Fifty
percent—that means not done by the end of May. What other work do I really have to complete
by then?”Watch out for a particularly virulent form of mañana: inordinate amounts of time spent
getting ready to get started. Everyone spends time hunting for the perfect tools to support
testing; everyone debates exactly how the libraries will be set up to provide the best possible
support for the developers. This time has much more value if it is saved for finishing the work at
the end of the project.Sheila Brady, recalling her days as a project manager at Apple, had this
observation about mañana versus what is in the line of sight:“There has never been a project
that, as it came down to the finish, wouldn’t die for an extra week on the schedule.”Like all good
project managers should, Sheila realized that the early days of the project are not treated as
preciously as those at the end—and that the best way to get going is to get going, not mañana,
but today.8. Eye ContactThe organization tends to co-locate project personnel when the work is
both urgent and complex.The trend toward geographic distribution of projects is now well
established and probably not going to go away. You know the case for it as well as we do. You
may have found yourself making that case to the people who work for you, to explain why most
of the staff is right here in town while there are minor outposts in Kissimmee and Richmond-
upon-Thames. It’s all about money and availability, right?And yet, ’fess up now, if your life
depended on the project’s outcome, wouldn’t you want all the people working on it to be in the



same location, able to look each other right in the eye? Of course, there is always the possibility
of some available remote person with a specific talent that simply can’t be matched by anyone at
the site where the rest of the project is located. If that’s the case, you might be willing to pay the
price of distribution, but otherwise not. The key here is that the justification for fragmenting work
ought not to be money and availability; it ought to be about rare talents and skills. And the more
urgent the task is, the more co-location becomes necessary.There is a certain magic that
happens when full-time, dedicated project members occupy the same space. They begin to
learn each others’ needs and capabilities, and as they learn, they modify their own approaches
to take best advantage of the mix. This notion of teamwork is closely akin to what we observe in
a smoothly functioning hockey team, for example. The nearly invisible signaling that
synchronizes the interaction is dependent on physical proximity.Similarly, on a development
team, there are key kinds of signaling that are necessary for close interaction. The most
essential of these is the giving and gaining of trust. You can communicate via e-mail and phone
with a distant team member and know some things fairly precisely: specifics required by the
person on the other end as well as promises made and solicited, for example. If asked, you
would say that you believed what the other person had conveyed to you, why not? But if instead
you were asked, “How strongly do you believe what you just learned?” the answer would show a
marked difference, depending on where the other person was. Promises made and needs
expressed by a co-located team member come with body language and history; they are
transactions in the midst of an evolving relationship. You know what they mean. The same
promises and needs communicated across continents and oceans arrive largely without
context.It’s difficult to give and gain trust across a distance. It’s also difficult to pick up nuance,
confidence, certain kinds of irony and sarcasm, intent, strength of conviction, hopelessness and
helplessness, energy level, and deviousness. Without these shades of meaning, the
communication limps. The big picture comes through, but the conclusion you draw from it must
remain tentative. Can a project proceed with this deficit? Sure, but it is never going to work as
well as it would if co-located.In Pattern 14,“Face Time,” we assert that necessarily distributed
teams can take important advantage of even occasional opportunities to meet in person. Eye
contact takes this to the next level. If the project is important enough, distribution to pick up
fungible resources located elsewhere makes no sense at all. Conversely, if it’s okay to make use
of any available bodies spread out across the country or across the globe, the project is
demonstrably not of primary importance. In organizations where eye contact applies, urgency
and complexity are trump cards that can be used to secure co-location of the project
team.Where all justification for co-location is ignored (cannot be tolerated), the distributed team
myth has been swallowed whole by man agement. Anybody, anywhere, who happens to be
coming available when a project begins, is the natural candidate to join the new project team. In
such an environment, teams are teams in name only.8. Eye ContactThe organization tends to co-
locate project personnel when the work is both urgent and complex.The trend toward
geographic distribution of projects is now well established and probably not going to go away.



You know the case for it as well as we do. You may have found yourself making that case to the
people who work for you, to explain why most of the staff is right here in town while there are
minor outposts in Kissimmee and Richmond-upon-Thames. It’s all about money and availability,
right?And yet, ’fess up now, if your life depended on the project’s outcome, wouldn’t you want all
the people working on it to be in the same location, able to look each other right in the eye? Of
course, there is always the possibility of some available remote person with a specific talent that
simply can’t be matched by anyone at the site where the rest of the project is located. If that’s the
case, you might be willing to pay the price of distribution, but otherwise not. The key here is that
the justification for fragmenting work ought not to be money and availability; it ought to be about
rare talents and skills. And the more urgent the task is, the more co-location becomes
necessary.There is a certain magic that happens when full-time, dedicated project members
occupy the same space. They begin to learn each others’ needs and capabilities, and as they
learn, they modify their own approaches to take best advantage of the mix. This notion of
teamwork is closely akin to what we observe in a smoothly functioning hockey team, for
example. The nearly invisible signaling that synchronizes the interaction is dependent on
physical proximity.Similarly, on a development team, there are key kinds of signaling that are
necessary for close interaction. The most essential of these is the giving and gaining of trust.
You can communicate via e-mail and phone with a distant team member and know some things
fairly precisely: specifics required by the person on the other end as well as promises made and
solicited, for example. If asked, you would say that you believed what the other person had
conveyed to you, why not? But if instead you were asked, “How strongly do you believe what you
just learned?” the answer would show a marked difference, depending on where the other
person was. Promises made and needs expressed by a co-located team member come with
body language and history; they are transactions in the midst of an evolving relationship. You
know what they mean. The same promises and needs communicated across continents and
oceans arrive largely without context.It’s difficult to give and gain trust across a distance. It’s also
difficult to pick up nuance, confidence, certain kinds of irony and sarcasm, intent, strength of
conviction, hopelessness and helplessness, energy level, and deviousness. Without these
shades of meaning, the communication limps. The big picture comes through, but the
conclusion you draw from it must remain tentative. Can a project proceed with this deficit? Sure,
but it is never going to work as well as it would if co-located.In Pattern 14,“Face Time,” we assert
that necessarily distributed teams can take important advantage of even occasional
opportunities to meet in person. Eye contact takes this to the next level. If the project is important
enough, distribution to pick up fungible resources located elsewhere makes no sense at all.
Conversely, if it’s okay to make use of any available bodies spread out across the country or
across the globe, the project is demonstrably not of primary importance. In organizations where
eye contact applies, urgency and complexity are trump cards that can be used to secure co-
location of the project team.Where all justification for co-location is ignored (cannot be
tolerated), the distributed team myth has been swallowed whole by man agement. Anybody,



anywhere, who happens to be coming available when a project begins, is the natural candidate
to join the new project team. In such an environment, teams are teams in name only.
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Geraldo XEXEO, “Some are good patterns, others are anti-patterns. This is a catalog of
professional behaviors patterns found in the software industry.Some are good patterns, others
are anti-patterns, however which is which is not clear in the beginning of the chapter.Each
chapter is a good reading, and a is a lesson on project management, however the book, as a
whole, lacks consistency or organization.It kind of looks like the linear printing of a very good
web site/hypertext.”

Lars Indresaeter, “Develop your intuition and smile a bit along the way. In this book we learn
about familiar patterns in software projects and projects in general. If you have worked for a
while you will enjoy this book to further develop your intuition for good and bad patterns in a
project and I can guarantee you it will even bring upon a smile or two”

Ebook Library Reader, “Wonderful. If you consider yourself as a software developer or project
manager, you should definitely read this book!You can find really good solutions for the most
fundamental problems in software development and project management.”

MJL, “Interesting book from the Atlantic Guild folks. Not as .... Interesting book from the Atlantic
Guild folks. Not as in-depth as Peopleware, but then again it's a sequence of small snapshots of
project behavior (good and bad) rather than making an overall argument as did Peopleware.”

Carlos Ferreira, “Great book for real project managers.. A wonderful book which briefly outlines
common patterns experienced in real life projects. There is a lot of information presented here
with very little fluff.  I will be retreading this over again many times.”

Peter Czirjak, “Precious and relevant. Amazing and witty.Masterpiece for those working in
Requirements Engineering and IT delivery.”

Enterrador, “Fun!!. This was a very very fun book to read!!Sometimes when I have a discussion
@ work, I start laughing a little bit because I get the feeling that a couple of pattern zombies are
around me.Reflects the culture of some corporations in US.Thanks!”

Another Satisfied Reader, “An Interesting But Expensive Coffee Table Book. This book
comprises a series of pragmatic vignettes on project management that are interesting reminders
on what to do and what not to do when managing the delivery of project deliverables. As a
practicing programme and project manager I found the book an interesting and easy read. I
believe that the book would make a good introductory tome for anyone new to project
management - primarily as a guide to the things one should be thinking about when setting-up,
running and closing projects.”



Oliver S., “Insightful. Though not all of the described patterns and anti-patterns will apply to your
situation or that of your organization, this book will certainly give you one insight, even if it's the
only one: you're not alone. But more likely you will find yourself, your colleagues and bosses,
former colleagues and bosses in the (anti-)patterns.Easily digestible small chapters with one
(anti-)pattern described per chapter invite to pick it up and read through a chapter even when
there's only little time. Sometimes I got hooked by it and had to read several chapters at once.
Definitely a good pick.Side-note: you will also recognize the style from Deadline and
Peopleware. So if you liked those, another reason to buy this one.”

Darren, “a must. A must read for software development managers and project managers.
Explains the anti patterns and patterns to avoid or encourage.”

Yousof Alsatom, “Very good. Very good book, it has a lot of information and experience. I
recommend everyone to read it. The nice think it is written as stories”

The book by Dr. Bill Thierfelder has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 49 people have provided feedback.
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